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Make Summer Quarter part
of your SU Experience.
Keep learning year-round and get ahead!
With a choice of 1-, 2-, 4- and 8-week
courses, you can take a class or two while
still enjoying your summer in Seattle.
SUMMER QUARTER IS MADE UP OF FOUR SESSIONS:
August September
8 WEEK SESSION
JUNE 24 - AUGUST 17
4 WEEK 4 WEEK
SESSION 1 SESSION 2
JUNE 24 - JULY 20 JULY 20 -AUG 17
INTERSESSION
AUG 19-SEPT 14
Including Compressed and Online Approaches








Registration begins May 16th.
Talk to your advisor today about making the most of your summer.
Visit www.seattleu.edu/summer to view summer course offerings and learn more.





























©STUDENTS CREATE COLLECTIVE TORALLY FOR MORE CAMPUS ART SPACE
O PREVENT A BUMMER SUMMER:LET THE SPECTATOR FIND YOU A JOB
O OUR PICKS FOR SEATTLEINTERNATIONAL FILM FESTIVAL 2013
©LOOK AT ALL THE HANDSOME PEOPLEPLAYING KSUB’S QUADSTOCK STAGE
O DICAPRIO COULDN’T SAVE HIMSELF IN‘TITANIC,’ CAN’T SAVE ‘GATSBY’ EITHER
BASEBALL TAKES A BEATING FROM UW
































DOCTOR’S CRIMES LEAD TO JAIL
The Philadelphia doctorconvicted of the murder ofthree newbornshas
been spared a potential death sentence.
Kermit Gosnell, a 72-year-old doctor, was convicted Monday of using scis-
sors in the first-degree murder of three separate babies.
Gosnell was facing the death penalty for his crimes, but when he dropped
his appeal, prosecutors dropped the death penalty, and he was convicted and
sentenced to two life sentences without parole.
It is unlikely that Gosnell would have lived long enough to be executed
within the permitted number of appeals. He will be sentenced Wednesday for
the deathof the third child and a separate involuntary manslaughter charge
concerning another patient.
[VIRAL VIDEO SPURS TALK ON SYRIA
A viral internet video that featured a Syrian rebel screaming “I swear to
God, we will eat your hearts and your livers, you soldiers of Bashar the dog,”
brought new attention to peace talks of Syrian President Bashar al-Assad,
which are being brokered by Washington and Moscow.
The clip shows Khaled al-Hamad, otherwiseknown as Abu Sakkar, a com-
mander a militant offshoot of the rebel’s Brigade, bending over a body, slicing
open the chest, and turning to the camera with organs in hand, reportedly
adding a slur against Alawites, the minority Shiite sect to which President
Assad belongs.
The U.S. has warned the Syrian government that backing out of peace talks
will almost certainly ensure that the rebels receive additional foreign aid, a
course of action not yet ruled out by the U.S. government. Estimates of the
Alawites death toll in the two-year-old conflict range from 41,000 to 120,000.
[ MAYOR SPEAKS OF SEX SLAVES j
It turns out that American politicians are not the only ones guilty of putting
their feet in their mouths.
On Monday, Osaka Mayor Toru Hashimoto told Japanese media that “In
the circumstances in which bullets are flying like rain and wind, the soldiers
are running around at the risk oflosing their lives, ifyou want them to have
a rest in such a situation, a comfort women system isnecessary. Anyone can
understandthat.”
An estimated 200,000 women, from China and South Korea, but also from
the Philippines, Indonesiaand Taiwan, were conscripted against their wills
during WWII to become sex slaves for troops.
The use of sex slaves by the Japanese military is considered war-timerape and
constitutes a “serious breach ofhuman rights.” The mayor was condemned by
Chinese and Japanese officials alike, who reportedly worked to distance them-
selves from Hashimoto, who lastyear told reporters “Japan needs a dictatorship.”
NEWS
STUDENT TWEETS WAY TO COLLEGE]
A high school senior from Boston seems to have found a new wayto make
his college application jump out at admissions counselors.
Bernie Zak, a senior from Brookline High, got a letter letting him know he’s
been waitlisted at UCLA, and decided to do something about it. @berniezak
launched a Twitter campaign earlier this year with the hashtag #AcceptBer-
nieUCLA, listing 50 reasons why he should be accepted. Eighteen reasons in,
on April 29, he received a letter that his admissions status had been updated
to accepted. UCLA told media that “a Twitter campaign by any student would
have absolutely no influence on our admissions decisions,” but Zak believes it
helped him stand out: “I wanted to do something.”
Reason #34 @UCLA should accept @berniezak: he looks like @DavidHas-
selhoffwhen he runs down Santa Monica beach #AcceptBernieUCLA.
[MINNESOTA LEGALIZES GAY MARRIAGE
A crowd of about 7,000 spectators watched as Minnesota governor Mark
Dayton signed a bill on Tuesday that legalized same-sex marriage. The bill was
signed a day after it was approved by the Senate in a 37-30 vote.
Minnesota is the 12th state to join the push to legalize gay marriage, and the
first one in the Midwest to do so through legislation.
Said an LGBT communications director, “it was probably the biggest crowd
the Capitol has ever seen.”
Celebration ensued as Rea Carey, executive director ofNational Gayand
Lesbian Task Force, told reporters that “the many years ofdoor-knocking,
phone calls and poignant conversations about why marriage matters have
made a difference.” The law will go into effect August 1.
MAN STABBED AT CAL ANDERSON
L A
A man was stabbed at Cal Anderson Park on Sunday night in the latest ad-
dition to the heightened crime rates on Capitol Hill as of late.
The victim first encounteredthe suspect the day before the incident when
their dogs got in a fight.
The dogs scuffled again around 9:45 on Monday while the victim was in
playing guitar in the park, which led to the victim trying to physically move
the suspect’s dog.
This angered the suspect, who then stabbed the victim.
The victim, revealed to be a homeless man in his 20s who works downtown,
was transported to Harborview for surgery and several days in intensive care.
A fundhas been set up to help pay the victim’s medical bills, as he is unin-





In the coming months, there will be a
new artistic presence on Seattle Uni-
versity’s campus.
Several sophomore students feel
that there is an artistic vacuity on
campus, and they’ve decided to orga-
nize an effort to fill it.
They’re calling themselves “Yours
in Art,” a new student-organized col-
laborative endeavor.
The Yours in Art team has several
goals. They aim to provide a venue for
any and all artistic students, regardless
ofmajor, to display their work.
In doing so, they hope to also pro-
vide art majors with a stepping stone
from art education to professional
art, as well as to infuse the Seattle U
community with a fresh artistic rever-
beration to enhance the community’s
cultural dialogue and open up more
opportunities for collaboration.
To do this, Yours in Art is working
on establishing a physical space for
students to display their work and to
provide a forum for artistic growth.
Currently, most student artwork is
on display in the Fine Arts building.
Yours in Art recognizes the space, but
they are concerned that it is unavail-
able to non-art majors.
Furthermore, most of the spaces for
display in the Fine Arts building are
exclusive to classes, which doesn’t en-
courage non-art majors topursue art.
Payseno, the original inspira-
tion for the project, adds that class-
oriented displays also discourage
art majors from developing their
individual styles and creating their
own portfolios.
“Art is a really scary career, and you
need to be prepared with something,”
she said. “You need to have these skills
of writing artist statements, designing
your own exhibitions, creating your
own aesthetics, marketing yourself,
working with clients. You need all of
those things.”
Yours in Art is here to provide stu-
dents with real-life practice.
“This will be an opportunity to
teach students professional skills on
how to get their pieces noticed, and
how to get their pieces out there so
people can actually view them,” said
Taylor Gawlik, another student in-
volved in the art group along with
classmate Virginia McClure.
While art classes offer students the
opportunity to show their artwork,
and public places like Caffe Vita and
Blue Moon Burger in Seattle support
local artists, there’s no intermediary
stage to help students make the leap
from school to the professional world.
“There is too much sitting around
and waiting for people to make you
an artist at this school,” student Con-
nor Cook said. “Being a student artist
needs to be converted into a “physical,
forwardmotion.”
The push for this motion has al-
ready begun.
Cook has hosted exhibitions in his
Murphy apartment of student art he
has collectedto get the word out about
Yours in Art. Ideally, the students
MATTHEW GILBERTSON • THE SPECTATOR
Connor Cook and Kaya Payseno show ofsome of their work that will be displayed at their upcoming in-house art exhibit. The
two students are pushing the schoolfor more opportunitiesfor students to be able to display and sell their creative endeavours.
DIVERSE ART SPACES
hope to be able to host exhibitions on
campus in a place where students can
not only get their art noticed, but also
“enrich the dialogue and enrich the
culture,” Payseno said.
Fellow student Emma McKee wants
to remind students that you can plan
something like this for anything you
feel needs to happen around campus.
“Students can start things like this
and can collaborate and work to-
gether,” she said. “What we’re doing
is about art, but the broader sense of
what we’re doing is more than just
about art.”
The students emphasized that they
are not here to force art on otherpeo-
ple, but rather to provide it for them.
They want to increase the student
body’s interest in art, as well as show
students that they have the power to
make their needs known, whatever
they may be, and can do something
about them.
The Yours in Art team surveyed
May 15th, 2013
Seattle U students to hone in on what
student artists felt they needed the
most and, based on the results, they
have accumulated a variety of pro-
spective solutions to the unaddressed
need on campus.
Their ideas include not only this
open gallery space, but also a reader’s
theater, a venue for students to play
classical instruments and shows.
For now, Yours in Art operates in-
dependently from the school because
they feel the need is there now and has
been for too long.
They’ve stated that they don’t want
towait for the school to accept the im-
mediacy of the need, but they do hope
to gain its support in time.
The editor may be reached at
news@su-spectator.com
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CENTURY BALLROOM SWINGS BACK FROM TAX
Alaina Bever
Staff Writer
Last weekend, Century Ballroom
hosted three nights of salsa, swing and
tango to celebrate the $92,000 they
raised in order to pay off the penal-
ties of Washington’s “opportunity to
dance” tax. Century raised the sum in
just 92 days through the generosity of
regular patrons and veteran dancers
who remembered the importance of
having a place for people ofall ages to
{Its
time to speak as
loud as we can, as often




dance, celebrate and have a good time.
In the midst of the rejoicing, Cen-
tury Ballroom owner Hallie Kuper-
man wants people to realize that the
battle is not over. Although Century
was able to raise enough money topay
off their dues, there are many other
Seattle venues that continue to strug-
gle to pay the fees, and the dance tax
has yet to be repealed.
The “opportunity to dance” tax is
not a new law, rather a new interpre-
tation of an old law that was written
in order to tax exercise studios that of-
fer aerobic dancing such as jazzercise.
Because the law includes wording that
includes “charges made for offering
the opportunity to dance,” lawmak-
ers recently reinterpreted the law to
enforce a 9.5 percent cover charge on
any club, bar or venue that includes a
dance floor and thus offers the “op-
portunity to dance.”
The reason why Century and many
other venues have been hit so hard
by this tax isbecause it came without
warning. Kuperman said that Cen-
tury’s bookkeeper contacted the DOR
years ago to make sure that the local
venue was paying proper fees. Regard-
less, the DOR later claimed that Cen-
tury and many other beloved clubs
6 NEWS
and dance venues owed thousands of
dollars in taxes.
Now that Century Ballroom has
accomplished its payoff, the staff is
focused on a new goal: abolishing the
dance tax for good. Century has tried
its best to keep prices steady despite
the effects of the tax, but Kuperman
admitted that ifthe tax is not repealed
soon, customers will see prices go up.
For college students who frequent
Century Ballroom for salsa, swing
and other dances, increased prices
can make a huge difference in wheth-
er students can afford to attend on a
weekly basis.
“I do think ifprices went up, people
wouldn’t go as often,” said Nicole Gad-
die, a student at Seattle U and a patron
of Century Ballroom. “Because we’re
college students and anything over
$15 iskind of steep for us.”
In order for the tax to be repealed,
the state would need to pass Bill 5613,
which would revise the law. According
to Kuperman, Congress should have
the decision made by the end of July.
In order to encourage the passage
of Bill 5613, Kuperman encourages
KATERI TOWN • THE SPECTATOR
Communitymembers dance at Capitol Hill’s CenturyBallroom. The ballroom was able to pay thefeesfrom the recent dance
tax trouble, but dancers are now encouraged to writefor the tax to be repealed entirely.
dancers and Seattle residents to make
as much noise as possible.
“There are a handful of people to
contact in the House,”Kuperman said.
Century’s website specifies the names
ofa few representatives, including Re-
uven Carlyle, who can be contacted
about the dance tax. “My feeling is that
there are a lot of bills out there right
now that have to do with the budget
and taking money out of the budget.
Those who make the biggest fuss are
paid the most attention to.”
Century is already making its voice
heard in the capitol. On April 1, dozens
of protestors gathered on the capital
steps in Olympia and danced in order
to raise awareness about the dance tax.
In response to the protest, DOR
spokesman Mike Gowrylow claimed
that the tax only affects a few small
businesses that failed to properly pay
their taxes.
“Most of their competitors were
properly collecting sales taxes when
due, and if businesses weren’t sure
whether or not they should collect the
tax in a given situation, all they had to
do was ask,” Gowrylow said.
But according to Kuperman, Cen-
turydid ask, and wasn’t given the an-
swer that Gowrylow claims. Regard-
less, the number of venues affected
makes it clear that this is an issue that
impacts not only dancers but anyone
who appreciates music. If the tax is
not repealed, local artists will suffer
from increased cover charges.
Kuperman encourages everyone to
write to Washington state representa-
tives in order to show support for Bill
5613. She noted that Century keeps
updates on the bill’s progress on Cen-
tury’s website, as well as information
on contacting representatives.
“It’s time to speak as loud as we can,
as often as we can,” Kuperman said.
“That’s how we raised $92,000; by be-
ing relentless about saying ‘help me,
please,’ and I think that’s how we’ll get
this changed.”
Alainamay be reached at
abever@su-spectator.com
CHALK IT UP TO ANTI-TOBACCO CAMPAIGN
Emily Hedberg
Staff Writer
Students started a tobacco-free cam-
paign last week, and their efforts
ended with a chalked-up campus,
some unhappy students and a string
of Facebook comments. Washington
law states that smoking is prohibited
[The
fact that they
singled out a group
of students and make
them feel unwelcome W
is really a shame.
Nathan Young,
Student
within 25 feet of any building with
ventilation. Smoking near any build-
ing withwindows or doors, ergo every
building, poses athreatwith regards to
the exposure to secondhand smoke to
everyone in thatbuilding. Seattle Uni-
versity’s limit is even further than the
state law, as the signage posted around
various campus buildings states that
there is to be no smoking within 50
feet of building entry.
Student Antonina Kozlowska has
been working with the Health and
Wellness Promotion Crew (HAWC)
and several other nursing students to
take this limit one step further in at-
tempts to make Seattle U a tobacco-
free campus.
In a previous Spectator issue, Ko-
zlowska said, “Any exposure to sec-
ondhand smoke will cause harm to
anyone.” This harsh reality, in con-
junction with the statistic that says to-
bacco use kills more than five million
people ayear, is the reason behind Ko-
zlowska’s efforts in bringing tobacco
awareness across campus throughout
the month ofMay.
The Spectator article “SGSU, Stu-
dents Seek Tobacco-Free Campus,”
prefaces the May 8 chalking incident,
saying, “The chalking event will show
students, faculty and staff what 50 feet
really is.”
That is precisely what they did. On
May 8 students left class to discover
massive chalk lettering outlining ex-
actly where the 50-foot limit is.
Nathan Young, a former smoker
and student who joined the Seattle
U community this fall, was dismayed
upon his initial viewing of the chalk.
He expressed this disappointment in
an open email titled “An Open Letter
to Passive-Aggressive, Chalk-Wield-
ing, Lifestyle-Intolerant Undergrads”
to the student body.
The letter contained messages re-
garding his view of the chalk and the
undergrads. Young references stu-
dents’ intolerance towards lifestyles
other than their own and his annoy-
ance with their mode of expression.
“[I] felt really offended and dis-
respected,” Young said. “I didn’t feel
that way as a smoker as I recently quit
smoking. The fact that they singled out
a group of students and [made] them
feel unwelcome isreally a shame.”
Young continued to explain that
another issue he had with the event
was the fact that it not only singled out
a group of students among our com-
munity, but singled them out as law-
breaking smokers.
Tve lived all around the country
and nowhere have I seen such a law
abiding group of respectful smokers.
Ninety percent of students do stay
outside of that zone,” he said.
Young was invited to meet with
SGSU the same day he sent the email
and is now working with them to en-
sure that smokers’ interests are being
represented in light of the potential
campus-wide ban.
Young concluded his statement
with his ultimate purpose behind
the letter. He explains that the com-
ments that were interpreted as harsh
and generalizing were crafted together
with the purpose ofbeing provocative.
“I wanted to create a dialogue
among the student body and some-
times the best way to do so is
through incitement.”
Although the comments in the
email did incite response, such re-
sponses did not result in a forum
regarding the issue of smoking, but
the perceived offensive nature of
May 15th, 2013
the email.
Student Evan Britton took it upon
himself to stick up for his peers with
respect to the accusations that were
made toward him. Britton responded
to Young’s email with a respectful re-
fusal to take responsibility for some-
thing he was not apart of.
Britton was aware ofthe event prior
to May 8 due to a Facebook page, but
chose not to participate because of his
belief that it was unnecessary.
“SU has always been an open
school, so even if there are students
that disapprove [of smoking], there
is no need to shove it in their faces,”
he said.
When Britton received the email,
however, he was deeply offended by
the statements made regarding all un-
dergraduates, when he knew he and
several of his peers were not involved
in the chalking whatsoever.
Regardless, each incident—both
the chalk and the letter—resulted
in an expression of various com-
munities’ rights, which was Young’s
ultimate intention.
“I think that when communities
out there feel like their rights are be-
ing infringed upon, they should have
the opportunity to speak up.”




THE SPECTATOR’S SUMMER JOB DIRECTORY
Tesi Uwibambe
Staff Writer
This summer offers plenty of opportunities for work in and out of school, from paid on-campus jobs to internships around
Seattle. Here at The Spectator, we know the search for a summer job can be tedious, time-consuming and down
right draining.
Its all you can do to finish off the year and complete your final papers and presentations let alone try to find a way to
make money to keep you kickin’ in college. We want to present you with some ideas right here in order to lighten your end-
of-year load.
Below are a few summer jobs and internships from the Redhawk Network that might catch your attention, and make
your search a tad easier.
Hello, Seattle U, your summer job hunt starts here.
8 NEWS
Ifyou love animals, crowds or cotton
candy, you should keep reading.
The Woodland Park Zoo is hiring
a paid full-time position to present
programs and classes to zoo-goers.
The presentations will be centered
on this years theme: Climate Change
Summer Experience. As a zoo-
employer you will be responsible for
motivating visitors to learn about the
effects of climate change on wildlife
and ecosystems, including those in
the zoo.
This position requires two years of
education with experience in natural
sciences or environmentalstudies.
And you probably have to be good
around people.
Interested in radio, journalism and
long talks on the air? Then we have
found the perfect internship for you.
Though it is an unpaid position of-
fered at the Bonneville Seattle Radio
Group, you will hopefully be making
up for the lack ofmoney with a gain
in experience. You are required to
be 18 years or older, and will receive
experience in broadcast journalism
working with either the KIRO/KTTH
Programming or specifically in the
KIRO Newsroom.
This job could be a fun opportunity
to get hands-on experience as well as
have a chance to see the inner workings
ofa popular local news organization.
Coffee goes great with an engineering
degree.
Green Mountain Coffee Roasters is
offering a paid internship to students
currently pursuing a degree in engi-
neering.
Your responsibilities will include
running and maintaining machine
data reports and creating and editing
standard and operating procedures.
Therewill probably be encouraged
coffee drinking as well.
■
Looks like working with money pays
pretty well.
Students interested in banking
should check out a paid internship for
$15 per hour at The Commerce Bank
of Washington.
The position requires applicants
to be proficient in MicrosoftOffice
and have basic Ethernet and TCP/IP
working knowledge.
Do Nordstrom accountants get store
discounts? You can find out.
For seniors and graduate students
who are pursuing degrees with con-
centrations in accounting, Nordstrom
is offering a fall audit paid internship
for the next school year.
Employers will be accepting re-
sumes during June and July, so start
applying now if interested.
These jobs are only the beginning of the many positions posted on the Redhawk Network and around Seattle. We know the
search can be aggravating and scary, but the jobs are there, and the employers are eager.
Many employers will negotiate schedules, pay and even housing opportunities with applicants. Regardless of your doubts or
hesitations, the best thing to do is get those references going and fire up that resume.
Seattle U Career Services advises that students apply early and apply often.
Tesi may be reached at tuwibambe@su-spectator.com
Cascades Science Center Foundation
is offering a part-time job lor students
who have had at least two years of
college education with experience in
a STEM field and working with kids.
The Science Center Foundation is a
nonprofit corporation that works to
inspire young people to foster their
passion for science, providing them
with tools to using their problem-
solving skills and creativity.
The work schedule is negotiable
with an hourly pay of $ 16.
Sounds like an experiment you
might want to try.
PEMCO Mutual Insurance Company
is looking for juniors and seniors for
a paid summer internship where you
have the opportunity to gain experi-
ence working on projects as a team
and presenting these projects to the
PEMCO Board ofDirectors.
The internship pays $12 an hour.
Ifthis isn’t quite whatyou’re looking
for, PEMCO also offers other posi-
all levels.
Let’s hope they insure you a good
experience.
This job will keep you busy and
needed.
Employees will have the opportu-
nity to gain real experiences at Swed-
ish Medical Center by participating
in patient care and workingwith a
diverse staff.
This position requires that you
work closely with the Swedish Medical
Center’s mission by contributing to the
team, and adapting to patient needs.
There are many opportunities for RN
residents including the FamilyChild-
birth Center, Neuro Critical Care,
Oncology and Emergency.
MAY 15th, 2013
Lunch has never been so fun, or so
profitable.
Students with interest in event
management should consider apply-
ing for a position with the Metropoli-
tan ImprovementDistrict.
This non-profit organization works
to make areas ofSeattle more clean,
safe and open for visitors. Within
their work, the organization has put
together an 11-week lunch concert
series coming this summer.
Interns will help organization and
execute the concert series. For their
work, employees will receive $10
an hour in addition to a cell phone
stipend and an ORCA card for your
transportation commitments.
Lakeside School needs you on the
sidelines.
As the assistant football coach, you
would be directly responsible for play-
ers within the varsity and JV teams, as
well as other duties in the program.
The applicant should be able to
attend all football program games and
athletic department meetings as well
asshow support for athletes both on
and off the field.
While coaching experience is
preferred, it is not required. Applicants
must also go through a criminal back-
ground check and obtain a current
First Aid and CPR certification.
In addition to the above opportuni-
ties are on-campus jobs stemming
from web and office assistants at the
School ofLaw and other offices to
internships for the Athletics Depart-
ment at school.
9
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IF YOU TOOK AN ARABIC CLASS, YOU COULD READ THIS
Tesi Uwibambe
Staff Writer
Seattle Universityhas a lot to offer, but
for some students, something is still
missing: Arabic.
“We don’t even have all the lan-
guages we should have here,” said
student Alba Chico. Paul DeWater, a
freshman, agrees with Chico and has
embarked on a mission with fellow
student Ashton Corson to bring back
Arabic as a class at Seattle U.
DeWater and Corson are aware of
difficulties of this project. Because the
university is already facing budget
cuts and course reorganizations, add-
ing something will be hard.
But they’re up for the challenge.
“We understand thatit is verytough
but we see that there is a value in lan-
guages that aren’t as well established
in the education system like French
and Spanish,” Dewater said.
Though Arabic isn’t quite as popu-
lar as French and Spanish in the edu-
cation system, it is still a common lan-
guage worldwide.
Arabic became an official language
of the United Nations in 1983, and in-
stitutions around the world clamored
to include it in their curriculums.
In addition there has been a rise in
10 NEWS
Islam converts in recent years, partic-
ularly in the Western world.
This rise has particularly been seen
in young women, with Britain citing
three-quarters ofthe 100,000 converts
as women. The religion is tied to the
Arabic language due to the fact that
their Holy Book, the Qur’an, is writ-
ten in Arabic.
DeWater comments on this in-
crease and on the importance of the
large numbers of people who speak
Arabic, explaining that the language
is moving on from being centered in
the Middle East and many countries
in Africa, to all over the world.
When asked what drove his interest
in an Arabic class on campus, DeWa-
ter said his future plans influenced his
goal to get the classes going, again.
“I am looking ahead to life in gov-
ernment,” he said. “I see the amount of
tension between the United States and
Middle East, and to an extent [ten-
sions due to] religious conflict.”
DeWater believes that learning Ar-
abic is a great bridge to understand-
ing both sides in these conflicts and
brings about cultural awareness.
Since the courses for next year have
been finalized and are already avail-
able for student registration, DeWater
and Corson’s roles are more focused
on advocacyfor now.
The students are working to inspire
the reestablishment of languages like
Arabic because of its important role in
world culture and relations.
They hope to gain support from
fellow students and inspire others to




to see offered here at Seattle U.
“It’s up to students to say, ‘Hey,
look, we know there are budget cuts,
{There
is value in lan-
guages that aren’t as




but this is valuable not only for us but
for the future,” DeWater said.
The administrative assistant for
the Modern Languages Department,
however, stated that there is a slim
possibility for the creation of an Ara-
bic class in the near future.
DeWater, however, remains hope-
ful for Arabic classes in the future.
“Seattle U is a globally aware Cam-
pus and it would make sense [to have
this class] in the future when there is
funding,” he said. He believes having
these classes would fit with the Seattle
U commitment to be openly engaged
and global citizens.
Arabic is the mother tongue
of over 225 million people in
Africa and Asia
.
. ■ / '
Some students, who wish to remain
anonymous, believe that the adminis-
tration makes big decisions regarding
classes without obtaining adequate in-
put fromthe student body.
DeWater, however, believes that
even though the studentbody may not
know everything that goes on, the ad-
ministration does make decisions for
the students.
“We have a fantastic administration
that cares for the student body,” he
said. “They are always willing to listen
to the student voice.”
But for now, Seattle U students
do have the option of taking Arabic
classes at the University of Washing-
ton through the Modern Languages
and Cultures Department located in
Xavier Global House, Xavier Hall 100.







“THE ANGELS SHARE”. UNITED KINGDOM
MAY 15, SIFF CINEMA UPTOWN
Tesi Uwibambe
Staff Writer
Based in Glasgow, this funny yet realistic film by Ken Loach, directorof
“The Wind that Shakes the Barley,” centers on Robbie (Paul Brannigan), a
rogue who narrowly escapes jail.
After this lucky break, Robbie decides to get his life together after the
birth ofhis son by staying away from anything that might get him in
trouble with the law again.
But Robbie soon meets Rhino, Albert and Mo, and the foursome
embarks on a journey to steal the most expensive whiskey in the world
worth over £1 million.
Robbie discovers that he has an unexpected talent soon after tasting
whiskey for the first time—he has a good nose for malt liquor and a
sophisticated palette. This newfound talent takes him on a wild ride where
he must decide whether or not theirrisky one-shot-at-it heist is worth
losing his family.
“POPULAIRE”. FRANCE
MAY 18, AMC PACIFIC PLACE
Veronica Mazzolini
StaffWriter
Previously director Regis Roinsard has only worked on short films and
documentaries. According to SIFF, his new effort “Populaire” combines
“MadMen” with “I Love Lucy.”
The film takes place in 1958 and follows the storyof 21-year-old Rose
Pamphyle (Deborah Francois), who lives a dreary life. She is engaged to the
local mechanic’s son and is destined to be a boring housewife until a trip to
Normandy changes everything. There, she meets a charismatic insurance
agency boss named Louis Echard (Romain Duris), who discovers she has
an amazing gift for typing. The boss has a competitive side and becomes
her trainer as she competes in speed typing competitions.
This comedy follows a typical sports training movie line, but replaces
boxing or football with speed typing. There isalso a “My Fair Lady” edge
to the film—as he trains and refines her wild side, she becomes more
successful and popular and needs his help and training less and less. Of
course, highly charged sexual tension develops between the two. Rose’s
headstrong attitude and Louis’s competitive drivebring a hilarious twist




“A BAND CALLED DEATH”. USA
MAY 18, SIFF CINEMA UPTOWN
Kelton Sears
Editor-in-Chief
If you are going to name yourband "Death,” you had better rock hard.
You may not have heard of them, but Death, a ‘70s era Detroit band,
managed to inspire a legion of underground fans to form a little genre we
now call “punk.” Henry Rollins, Joey Ramone and Jello Biafra, some of the
frontrunners of American punk, all credit Death with inspiring them to pick
up a guitar in the first place.
So who is this band?
“A Band Called Death” explores the forgotten legacy of the trio of black
brothers who formed the band. To be black in Detroit in the 1970s,people
expected you to play soul music. WhenDeath burst onto the scene playing raw
rock music inspired by The Who and Alice Cooper, they got plenty of funny
looks. The movie follows their journey from nearly getting signed, having to
consider changing their name to reach fame, and the groups eventual falling
out. However, things aren’t all doom and gloom—the movie’s glowing reviews
are promising that Death might experience a resurrection very soon.
FINDING HILLYWOOD. RWANDA
MAY 29, EGYPTIAN THEATRE
Caroline Ferguson
News Editor
Were all familiar with Hollywoodand most ofus have at least heard of
Bollywood. Well, make way for Hillywood.
The nickname given to the Rwandan film industry could enter the popular
lexicon if directorsLeah Warshawski and Chris Towey have their way.
The Rwandan Film Festival is in its eighth year, and its success reflects a
movement within the nation to encourage Rwandans to tell their own stories
through cinema. “Finding Hillywood,” which will premiere at SIFF on May
29, explores the roots of Rwandan cinema and the success of the medium in a
nation that still dwells in the shadow of genocide.
“Finding Hillywood” is “a stirring documentary that functions as a Rwandan
history lessonbut also reveals the power ofmedia as a catalyst for cultural
healing,” according to the SIFF website.
A film about the film industry itself-this one is only for true movie
enthusiasts.
"AAYNA KA BAYNA". INDIA
JUNE 5, EGYPTIAN THEATRE
Colleen Fontana
News Editor
The trailer for the movie Aayna Ka Bayna only shows scenes with dancing.
But I’m pretty sure Aayna Ka Bayna is not just a movie about dancing.
The title is a common Konkani phrase that translates to mean “we won’t
leave till we get what we came for.” Such aline highlights the common theme
of perseverance in this internationalfilm showing at SIFF this year.
Directed by Samit Kakkad, the movie follows the struggles ofnine young
boys living in a juveniledetentionhome in India under a warden’s harsh rule.
Eagerly attempting to find balance in their chaos-filled lives, the boys are
introduced to dance therapy.
When given an opportunity to be in a dance reality show, the young boys
have to fight the overbearing watch of the warden in order to participate.
The film follows their struggles and successes throughout this process and
promises to have you dancing the whole way through.
"36" • THAILAND
JUNE 7, SIFF CINEMA UPTOWN
Kellie Cox
A&E Editor
According to director Nawapol Thamrongrattanarit, “36” tells the tale of
“love in the digital age.”
Told in 36 static shots, “36” follows movie location scout Sai, who sets
out toxecover lost photos of an unrequited love after her hard drive breaks.
Like the lost documentation ofher romantic relationship with Oom, an
art directorand coworker, the films narrative structure omits all details of
their relationship—it cuts first from Sai and Ooms initial introduction at
the beginning ofthe film to the title credits and, when the credits end, the
storyhas been propelled forward several years in time, after the ambiguous
relationship had ended. As Sai gathers the photos and information trapped on
her broken hard drive, she begins to wonder if she can also gather and mend
the pieces of a broken relationship.
The effort is Thamrongrattanarits first feature film and its showing at SIFF
marks its North American premiere.
BETWEEN VALLEYS. BRAZIL
JUNE 2, HARVARD EXIT THEATRE
Bianca Sewake
Staff Writer
“Between Valleys” follows one man during two very different times in his
life. It tells the story of Vicente, a man who has it all. He holds a successful job,
is married to the woman he loves and has nine-year-old son. But bit by bit, his
life falls apart. Vicente loses his job, his marriage starts to crumble and he loses
his son in an accident. Afterhitting rockbottom, Vicente takes on a new name
and identity. He is one of the homeless trash scavengers who work in Brazil’s
garbage dumps.
In this film, directorPhilippe Barcinski explores the topic of just how fickle
* life can be and jumpsback and forth between the contrasting worlds ofone
man’s life. While this shows the beautiful hell that Vicente descends into, it
also offers hope by revealing an individual’scapacity to recreate themselves.
Photos courtesy of Seattle International Film Festival
The editor may be reached at entertainment@su-spectator.com.
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FEFU BRINGS HER FRIENDS TO THE LEE CENTER
Grace Stetson
Staff Writer
Ifyou are a woman, in a relationship
with a woman, or just want to under-
stand them better, I highly advise you
to go see “Fefu and Her Friends.”
The play—originally written in
1977 by the avant-garde playwright
and director Maria Irene Fornes —
is set in New England in the spring
of 1935. The story follows the main
characterFefu and a few of her female
friends and acquaintances as they re-
hearse a presentation about the arts
in education.
While this topic may seem abit pas-
se, the show focuses on so much more
than just a simple charity presenta-
tion. Fornes wrote this play during
the feminist movement of the 1970s,
and the ideals of sexism and gender
oppression of both the 1970s and
the 1930s are scattered throughout
the two-hour performance. The very
first line of the play showcases how
different the female experience truly
is, even after womens suffrage, when
Fefu (played by professor Kate Wis-
niewski) declares, “My husband mar-
ried me to have a constant reminder
ofhow loathsomewomen are.”
The issues women face every day
are brought to the surface by the play s
eight female characters—these intel-
lectual women are full of feeling, but
society still considers them mundane.
When I say that women face the is-
sues we see in the play “every day,” I
mean it—the characters may exist in
1935 and the play may have been writ-
ten in 1977, but the subtle sexism of
today is explored through the charac-
ters as well.
Julia, portrayed by Emma Bjorn-
son, delivers a stunning monologue
that rattles the audience. The charac-
ter suffers from hallucinations after a
hunting incident in the woods where
she lost the ability to use her legs—-
even though a bullet never hit her. In
her monologue, Julia is overcome by
“judges,” a force that hangs over her
for the entirety of the play, and speaks
under the trance of these powers.
“The human being is of the mas-
culine gender,” she muttered. “The
human being is a boy as a child and
grown up he is a man. Everything on
MATTHEW GILBERTSON • THE SPECTATOR
Emma Bjornson plays Julia, a paralyzed woman sufferingfrom hallucinations, in thefive-set “Fefu and Her Friends,” which
runs untilMay 19 at the Lee Center. The play, written in the ‘70s and set in the ‘30s, touches on issues ofsexism, feminism
and societalpressures.
earth is for the human being, which
is man.”
Although the script’s messages are
incredibly important for the overall
success of the play, the way in which
the play is structured—in terms of
plot and design—is also key. The play
utilizes a plot structure opposite that
of an Aristotelian plot line. About 20
minutes into the production, the audi-
ence is introduced to the second act,
in which four groups are led to the
four student-designed and construct-
ed sets spread across the Lee Center,
representing parts of Fefu’s country
home, to see more intimate interac-
tions between the eight characters.
In this 25-minute section of the
play, Julia delivers her haunting
monologue, which shows the effects
of her hallucinations, as well as the
societal pressure placed on women.
We are also introduced to two new
characters, Paula and Cecilia (played
by Elizabeth Rathbone and Anne Ma-
rie Jones, respectively), who are for-
mer lovers and still have feelings for
each other.
In the third act, which occurs after
a briefintermission, the women actu-
ally begin to rehearse for their presen-
tation, but also showcase ideals that
women of the time period may not
have commonly professed in a pub-
lic setting. Emma, a lively character
portrayed by Becca Richards, per-
forms her piece for the presentation
in full costume and quotes the pro-
logue of “The Science of Educational
Dramatics” by Emma Sheridan Fry.
Although the presentation is meant
to raise money for arts education, the
lines that Emma speaks pertain to her
gender as well: “Society restricts us,
school straight-jackets us, civilization
submerges us, privation wrings us,
May 15th. 2015
luxury feather-beds us.”
The entirety of “Fefu and her
Friends” requires its audience to ques-
tion why society treats women so dif-
ferently than men and to look more
closely at the concepts of intimacy,
mystery and the full journey of life.
From the first line to the shocking fi-
nale, I was perplexed and stunned; the
play is definitely a starting point for
conversation. This production is go-
ing to cause its audience members to
evaluate their lives and question how
they have been affected by sexism.
I N ' fjjfjtH : IT-TlilIfTh[iXli '' ' - ■ -M
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Grace may be reached at
gstetson@su-spectator.com
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A LOOK AT QUADSTOCK’S KSUB STAGE BANDS
Bianca Sewake
Staff Writer
The story of Sundries begins with bagels. Sadie Frank (vocals and guitar), Ben
Lindbloom (bass), Travis Gillett (guitar) and Leah Julius (drums) of Sundries
first met while working at a bagel shop on Capitol Hill. One ofFrank’s tattoos
became a jumping point for a conversationwith Julius, when the two found out
about each other’s music interests. Later, the four had a random jam session and
according to Julius, they all liked each other.
The name of the group came from the movie “The Outsiders.” Gillett was
watching it one day and, during a pivotal scene, there was the word “Sundries”
in lights in the background, and the name stuck.
The band’s sound is reflective oftheir influences of old school punkrock and
R&B. This summer, the band will be working on their first full-length record
and hope to play more shows and go on tour. Sundries has played at KSUB be-
fore, and so they are excited to return to Seattle U to play theirmusic, especially
since Julius is an alumna.
During the summer of 2012, sophomore Spencer Miller and his high school
friends Dillon Christopher and Sam Peterson, wrote songs and started playing
music together. From that, Lures was formed. In April, the band spent a week in
an old church recording their first full-length record that will debut this fall. Lures
are inspired by late ‘60s garage rock, post-punk to late ‘70s and surfrock. The re-
sult is a sound that Miller describes as “Joy Division moved to the West Coast and
started surfing.” According to Miller, KSUB has been supportive of the band and
so they can’t wait to wave the flag for Seattle U.
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SUNDRIES
LURES
Learning Team was formed in the winter of 2011 at Western Washington Uni-
versity. Originally, the group was made up of Emile Panerio, Matt Ogle and Lin-
coln Lute and the trio started out playing at open mic nights under their names.
One night, Lute decided to raffle funny group names they could go by. Learning
Team was one of them and the name has stuck ever since. Later, Tyler Whitmire
and Alex Clahosotiros joined them.
Though the band is influencedby different types of music, they are all huge
indie fans, especially ofBuilt to Spill—the band is a large influence in their re-
cently released third EP, “Aporia Coda.”
But this isn’t just another upbeat indierock band. What givesLearning Team
their edge is their conscious power of being quiet. With a cello as one oftheir
instruments, Panerio said the band is able to bring their songs to “an emotional
place that kind ofmay be lacking in a lot of upbeat indie rock.”
Learning Team is looking forward to playing at Quadstock.
“[The crowd] can expect a dynamic and upbeat performance. We like to take
the crowd through emotions. We like to make people dance, but also think a
little bit,” Panerio said.
Be ready to shake your butts to catchy rock n’ roll laced with Gospel harmonies.
“I want it to definitely feel like the most insane church service you’ve ever
been to,” said senior Bob Martin.
Martin draws inspiration from Gospel music and Bruce Springsteen. His
songs talk about swamps, the devil, death and sometimes trains. He’ll be joined
by the Wicked Sons senior Ian McCutheon, Robbie Lyons and Wesley Wiliams.
BIGFOOT WALLACE & HIS WICKED SONS
LEARNING TEAM
‘GREAT GATSBY' IS ABOUT AS CLASSY AS A FRAT PARTY
Sheldon Costa
Volunteer Writer
“The Great Gatsby” is a tremendously
difficult novel to transmit to film. Its
story and characters are all fairly sim-
ple and developed to the most mini-
mal degree. Its metaphors are often
too obvious and the dialogue borders
on melodramatic. What makes the
novel more than its mere mechanical
parts, however, is Fitzgeralds ethereal
and awe-inspiring prose—each sen-
tence in the novel isa well-crafted gem
of the English language. The result is
a sublimely simple book that also
turns out to be a stunning indictment
against the American mythos.
Take away the prose, then, and
the odds of making a good movie are
pretty slim. Director Baz Luhrmann
seemed to think that he could repro-
duce the beauty ofFitzgeralds words
with overbearing CGI and a bit of
typewritten text that drips down the
screen. In his attempt to capture the
novel’s controlled eloquence, he gives
us a film that, while occasionally hint-
ing at the power ofFitzgeralds classic,
is largely devoid of taste and any real
respect for the source material.
I won’t waste time here recounting
the plot. If you’re unfamiliar with the
story, don’t go see the movie. Really.
The book is nine chapters long and
is one of the most beautifully writ-
ten pieces ofAmerican literature ever
produced. You owe to yourself to read
it before you even consider seeing
Luhrmann’s 3D offshoot.
The film’s greatest strength is its
acting. Leonardo DiCaprio captures
Gatsby’s conviction and naive hope-
fulness and always evokes an unreality
that reminds us that Gatsby is a man-
ufactured character—he is an idea
inspired by a poor Midwestern boy’s
dreams of greatness.
CareyMulligan also does a good job
later in the film of capturing Daisy’s
growing unease with her love affair.
Still, Luhrmann makes her character
perhaps too likeable, and doesn’t give
the viewer as great a sense of Daisy’s
shallowness as the book does.
Toby Maguire, however, stumbles
as Nick Carraway. He possesses none
of the character’s appeal, and the lines
of dialogue that are meant to make
PHOTO COURTESY OF WARNER BROS.
If there is onepositive thing to take awayfrom “The Great Gatsby,” it’s that Leonardo DiCaprio can rock any suit.
Nick appear charming and come-
dic—taken almost line for line from
the book—are delivered by Maguire
in a way that makes him sound more
like an awkward kid than the critical
observer he’s supposed to be. Also, his
relationship with Jordan Baker is en-
tirely ignored, which robs his charac-
ter of some much-needed depth. The
exploration of Gatsby and Carraway’s
budding friendship feels genuine,
though, and the interactions between
the two characters are some of the best
in the film.
Unfortunately, these scenes are
obscured by Luhrmann’s bumbling
attempts to turn the movie into a
prolonged music video. Perhaps
thinking that it would make the sto-
ry appealing to younger audiences,
the film’s soundtrack is composed al-
most entirely of modern musicians
like Kanye West, Beyonce and Andre
3000. Rather than making the movie
more relatable, the injection of these
artists—usually played over one of
Luhrmann’s hideous montages—just
end up making the film seem even
more confused. The first time Nick
goes to one of Gatsby’s parties, a com-
poser is hunched over an organ like
Skrillex and flapper girls flail their
arms to pounding techno music. The
disjoint does not make the film seem
relevant, justchildish.
The scene in which Nick accompa-
nies Tom to Myrtle’s apartment in the
city follows a similar formula. Where
in the book the afternoon is mostly
described as mundane and uncom-
fortable, in the movie it becomes a
drug-induced celebration, entirely
disregarding the malaise it was meant
to convey in favor of something that
looks more like a college party. This
is true for most of the film. Every
scene described with an eloquent at-
tention to detail in the novel is here
exploded byLuhrmann’s insecurity as
an artist. If he had perhaps assumed
that young audiences were capable of
sitting down for a more thoughtfully
composed movie—one in which the
scenes were delivered with actual cin-
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ematography instead of mere veloc-
ity—the film could have been some-
thing more profound.
Luhrmann’s adaptation is a lot like
one of Gatsby’s parties. It’s loud, color-
ful and opulent beyond belief; it’s full
of chaos and noise and an unprepared
participant could easily lose their way
in its swirling motion and explosive
intensity. And like one of Gatsby’s
famed parties, it’s ultimately empty—a
purely shallow adventure lacking any
sort oftaste or sincerity.
Luhrmann has taken one of Amer-
ican literature’s most beautiful works
and turned it into an ugly carnival that
lacks the book’s subtlety and strength.
The editor may be reached at
entertainment@su-spectator.com
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MIKE MONAGHAN • FASHION CLUB
A model wearing Free People in Discovery Park. Free People is one ofmany brands
that will be showcased in “On My Block.”
FASHION CLUB WALKS THE WALK IN ‘ON MY BLOCK’
Kevin Dunham
Staff Writer
TheFashion Club of Seattle University
will be hosting its sixth annual “On
My Block” Fashion Showon Thursday,
May 16 at FRED Wildlife Refuge. The
show aims to pay homage to the style
and persona ofCapitol Hill, which en-
compasses the dressings of bohemian
free spirits, street-style urban girls and
sophisticated young men.
The event is sponsored by Dress for
Success, a global organization whose
aim is to “promote the economic in-
dependence of disadvantaged women
by providing professional attire, a net-
work of support and the career devel-
opment tools to help women thrive in
work and life.”
“On My Block” will feature design-
ers such as Free People, Aprie, Lucky
Vintage, Zebra Club and more.
Except for clothing design, the
event is entirely handled and orga-
nized by the Fashion Club. This in-
cludes concept, production, lighting,
music, set design, styling, sponsorship
and marketing, and modeling.
Fashion club, founded in 2006, is a
student-run organization that strives
to provide its members with oppor-
tunities to broaden their knowledge
of the fashion industry, cultivate cre-
ativity and enhance leadership skills
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through the production of the annual
fashion show.
This year marks a significant mile-
stone for the club. The fashion show
will be held off campus for the first
time. For the last five years, the shows
have been held in the Lee Center for
the Arts.
“I am extremely excited to see how
it is going to do off campus,” said
sophomore Jacob Swanson. “It is a
21-and-up event with two live bands
playing so hopefully we will have a full
house. It will be very cool to get more
of a local scene instead of a school
scene coming to see our show.”
The move, while an important step
for the club, has raised additional
difficulties that haven’t been faced
in previous years. Initially, the club
struggled to find a location that was
both close to campus and affordable.
They were able to find FRED Wildlife
Refuge, however, and president Alaina
Barrett is thankful for FREDs “amaz-
ing and creative management team
that is doing everything intheirpower
everything and keeping everyone up Entertainment for the event will
to help us produce a successful event.” t0 sP
eed >” said Johnston. include live bands DJ Bgeezy, Break-
ArrnrHina tn rlnh nffirpr rViplcM To purchase tickets for this years lites and Flavr Blue, and, ofcourse, the
Johnston, alf the officers worked well show’ students can go to brownpap- fashion itself,
together as a team ertickets.com,
the boutiques featured
“We meet once a week but we all
hi sh°w or buy them at the door Kevin may be reached at
talk constantly through texting, Face- or
Generaladmission tickets are kdunham@su-spectator.com
book and group messages, trying to
ava dable for $15, as well as VIP for
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REDHAWKS CRUSHED BY WASHINGTON HUSKIES,2-7
TREVOR UMBINETTI • THE SPECTATOR
1. Chase Fields at the May 7 game against the UW Huskies.
2. Shortstop Nate Roberts received the ball from secondbaseman Cullen Hen-
drickson to turn a double play.
SPORTS
3. Sean Narby flied out to center field to score Nick Latta for the second run
scored in the seventh inning.
4. While pitching two innings and giving up no runs, Mason Stidham shut
down the Huskies roll in the sixth inning.
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I don’t really care where you smoke as
long as you’re not smoking next to me!
Eric Pak, Junior
SWIMMER SETS EYES ON INTERNATIONAL STAGE
VeronicaMazzolini
Staff Writer
Seattle Universityswimmer and senior
Kevlyn Richards has qualified for World
ChampionshipTrials, her second major
competition within the year, and she
shows no signs of slowing down.
Kevlyn has been swimmingsince she
was five, getting serious in high school,
and since coming to Seattle University
it has been non-stop. Last year her at-
tempts for the United States Olympic
trials came through on her fourth at-
tempt, and she finished second at the
Western Athletic Conference Cham-
pionship in the 100-yardbreaststroke.
Her upcoming World Champion-
ship trials in Barcelona will be held in
August.
“It’s always just exciting,” said head
coach CraigNisgor. “It’s one of the pre-
mier events in the world. Our trials for
the Olympic trials will alwaysbe some
ofthe best meets in the country.”
Kevlyn can now go to thetrials with
the confidence she gained after the
Olympic trials last summer, knowing
that since then she has only become
faster.
“This was a goal for me since after
conference,” Richards said. “My long
time goal was Olympic Trials, which
was last summer. This was something
we talked about because it’s another re-
I think it's inconvenient for those
smoking, but good for the general
campus population.
Emily Barr, Junior
Veronicamay be contacted at
vmazzolini@su-spectator.com
ally big meet and another opportunity
to swim with some really fast people.”
Richards has been focusing on diet
and training in preparation for the up-
coming evenf.
“I feel a lotbetterabout it thanI did
about trials,” Richards said. “The Olym-
pic trials were my first big meet ever
really, and when I was there it definitely
got to me. Going into this, it’s like I don’t
think anything will feel as big as that.
Having that experience is pretty cool.”
“It was more or less if she wanted to
continue her career,” Nisgor said. “To
really swim with the big dogs. It was a
chance to see if she wanted to go for
one more big one.
Richards is unsure how far her swim
career is going to takeher. Since swim-
ming is a sportyou can’t leaveand come
back to, she is riding success for the
moment and seeing where it takes her.
“I’m one of those people that are just
doing what I feel like doing,” Richards
said. “I didn’t know I was going to do
this until after conference when my sea-
son is technically over and most people
are done. I’m just kind of seeing how I
do and ifI feel like I’m done then I’ll be
done, but I’ve yet to hit a place where
I’m satisfied with my career. I would
never leave wondering ‘What if?”’
It is a fantastic idea that addresses
an issue that many people neglect.
;
Natasha Wood, Sophomore
LINDSEY WASSON • THE SPECTATOR
Senior Kevlyn Richards has qualified in the 50-meter and 100-meter
breaststroke for the upcoming 2013 World Championship Trials in India-
napolis, Ind. and will compete June 27-28. Last year, Richards qualified
for the United States Olympic Trials.
I think it’s a good way to remind
everyone of the rules that are already
in place.
Alexandra Nelson, Junior
TREVOR UMBINETTI • THE SPECTATOR
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LET’S NOT BE SEATTLE
SUPERHYPOCRITES
The never ending drama surrounding the Sacramento Kings has gone on long
enough. Luckily, we will likely know the fate ofthe Kings later today, when the
Board of Governors meet in Dallas and vote once for all whether the Kings
stay in Sacramento or will move to Seattle, where they would likelybe renamed
the SuperSonics.
But don’t be fooled by all the hype. The Kings will be playing in Sacramento
next year, no matter how much money Chris Hanson throws at the Maloofs.
The group of Sacramento investors opposing Henson have put together an
offer, that while smaller than Seattle’s, is more than adequate. The NBA Board
of Governors would never move a team when the city has a reasonable plan in
place. It’s never happened, and never will.
And let’s be honest—it might be a blessing in disguise that we don’t get the
Sacramento Kings. The Sacramento Kings are an awful team. If they move to
Seattle they will still be an awful team. It will be years before they are anything
close to being a successful franchise. Also, this is a terrible way to get a team.
The Sacramento fans don’t deserve this. They don’t deserve to be treated the
way Seattle was five years ago.
Eventually the NBA will realize that expanding to 32 teams won’t be the end
of the world, and Seattle will be able to get a team without being jerks about it.
The Spectator editorial board consists ofKelton Sears, MacKenzie Blake, Caroline Ferguson, J. Adrian Munger, Colleen Fontana, Kellie Cox, Collin Overbay, Andre WyattandLindsey Wasson. Signed commentaries reflect the opinions




incapable of talking to my crush. WheneverI see or talk to
• him I completely clam up and become super boring and awkward.
• I haven’t dated in an embarrassingly long time so I’m not really
sure how to “flirt” anymore. I’m worried that I’ll either be too shy
and uninteresting or I’ll come offtoo strong and freak him out. How do I let
him know I’m interestedwithout being a dork or creeping him out? And more
importantly, how do I tell ifmy attempt atflirting is working when he’s shy also.
A
Be really careful about this kind of“all or nothing” thinking. It isn’t
• that you are incapable of talking to you crush, but rather that you
• have put too much focus on your recent dating dearth. To a certain
extent, nervousness and awkwardness are a part ofthe beginning of
Sam is not a licensed counselor. He’s a
junior with lots ofgood advice in his head,
which is conveniently locatedright here
by Sam James Moreno
OPINION
CHALK IT UP TO
PASSIVE-AGGRESSION
Faced with great moral and political controversy, many students are taking up
the pen.
Excuse me, did I say they’re taking up the pen? Because what I meant to say is
that they’re scrawling their feelings across every available square inch of concrete
this campus has to offerand leaving those ofus who have faith in mature public
discoursebewildered in their chalky wake.
The trend started with SGSU candidate endorsements and calls for
divestment, and has recently culminated in a frankly rather passive-aggressive
attempt to mark areas in which students are forbidden to smoke-and a legal
response to boot, scribbled on the sidewalk for all to see.
Can we just go ahead and agree as a student body that sidewalk chalk is not
a suitable medium for productive debate?
For starters, any issue worth discussing is simply too complex to be done
justice with sidewalk chalk.
Furthermore, as students in a learning community we are called to be in
conversation with one another. Passive-aggression, shaming and sanctimony are
not conducive to problem-solvingand do not allow for respectful disagreement.
We owe one another the dignity of conversation in the face of discord.
Perhaps scrawling your opinions all over the quad is an easy way to get people
talking. However, I know that I’d rather be part of a campus where conversation
with my peers is a respectful action and not a sensational reaction.
relationships, they are also a part of the fun —but you are clearly over-thinking
it. Your lack of confidence inyour likability is setting yourselfup for failure. You
have to stop thinking that your shyness is a condition that will ruin any chance
you have of developing a relationship. I’m going to let you in on a little secret—
some guys think thatbeing shy is supercute and endearing. Maybe your crush
isn’t one ofthem but it can actually work to your advantage. Find confidence in
your shyness.
You mention that this crush ofyours is also shy. You clearly like the guy—so
why would his shyness be any different than yours?
Also know that your over awareness ofbeing creepywill probably backfire and
make you seem more creepy because you’ll over compensate. Your interactions
need to be more relaxed, thinkabout your interactions less as a performance, but
more like an exchange. It soundscorny but ifyou are acting or over compensating
for your insecurities, people can tell.
Furthermore, why do you have to do all the work?! I mean, I get that you like
the kid, but hell, don’t do all the work. Maybe initiate the conversation but ifhe
can’t reciprocate—he probably ain’t worth the time. Listen to some Mariah Carey,
get confident, and let the wind take you.
Keep it Classy,
TGC
Have a question? Send it to guidance@su-spectator.com
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LETTERS TO THE EDITOR
Dear President Sundborg and Seattle
UniversityBoards,
Ourcampaign is seeking for Seattle
University to divest support and
endowment funds from a series of
corporations which are impacting
the environment, including human
populations throughout the world,
in a harmfulmanner. Thesecorporations
are some of the largest carbon polluters
in the fossil fuel arena. Reliance on
fossil fuel is the driver of global climate
change the effect of which will and is
already permeating all aspects of life all
over the world. Thisharmful industry is
immediately environmentallydestructive
on a varietyofotherlevels as well including
the pollution ofour waterways, soil and
oxygen, the striping of our mountains,
the release of toxic compounds, and
much more. Climate change and harmful
miningpractices denigrate the health and
livelihoods of citizens and communities
throughout the world. The majority ofthis
violence is enacted upon the marginalized
and impoverished for whom society
has already denied a voice of import.
Thus the fossil fuel industry represents
a variety of intertwined social justice
and environmental justice concerns.
As a school devoted to social justice on
all levels, which has openly stated its
dedication to advancing and deepening
its dedication to sustainability, webelieve
that financially supporting these fossil
fuel corporations is directly contrary to
our mission and values system (Seattle
University 2010).
Social repercussions of carbon
emissions have also becomeincreasingly
evident on multiple levels. On a global
scale, climate change will continue to
result in avarietyofhorrific effects such as
desertification, more frequent and more
Though I appreciate the vibrancy of
your palette, the neatness of your
bubble lettering, and your natural
ability for typesetting, I must condemn
the overdeveloped sense of entitlement
and underdeveloped social skills that
contributed to your deciding to take it
upon yourself to post giant chalk notices
outlining where smokers are and are not
allowed to congregate near the entrances
to Albers and Sullivan today.
I’m quite sure this is not entirely
your fault: Perhaps you were raised with
the expectation that the world should
destructivestorms and flooding, arise in
all sea levels, and an increase of climate
refugees. Aswe lookat some corporations
on a more specific level, we can see other
atrocities they have committed. Here is
just one example:
Chevron: Responsible for the
degradation of the habitat of the Niger
Delta, for the pollution of freshwater
sources and reduction in essential fish
populations for the people ofNigeria as
well as accused ofusing military violence
in response to peaceful protests against
oil companies. “Chevronhas yet to take
responsibility for its role in using the
notoriously brutal Nigerian military
Joint Task Force (JTF) to suppress
peaceful protest, as in Ugborodo or
Parabe communities, despite Chevrons
own documents showing that it paid,
transported, fed, housed and supervised
the JTF in such attacks” (Bassey 2011).
The practice of coordinated
divestment is meant to make a financial
and political statement about the fossil
fuel industry. The top 500 college and
university endowmentshold nearly $400
billion, these institutions have collective
investment power. Currently hundreds
of universities and other institutions
throughout the United States are using
similar approaches to re-assess their
investment choices. However, divestment
is not primarily an economic strategy
but rather a moral and political one.
In accordance with Seattle University
and the Society of Jesus we believe that
divestment is justified and necessary
on two deeply intertwined issues of
environmental and social justice. This
cause is one of environmental integrity,
global justice, andbusiness ethics. Similar
movements have taken similar strategies
to make a statement and significant global
conform to your every want and whim.
Perhaps you haven’t yet completed your
communications requirement and are
unaware ofwhich channels are effective
and appropriate for voicingyour opinions
and concerns. Perhaps your group of
equally sheltered teenage friends with
helicopterparents encouraged you to do
it. Orperhaps you’ve lived such a blessed
life that you’ve never encountered that
unfortunate truism of life that any one
person's personal beliefs and lifestyles
choices will inevitably conflict with
those of the other people who inhabit
impact, most notably the divestmentfrom
Apartheid South Africa in the 1980s,
which theUniversity supportedand acted
upon (LaBelle 1987).
Seattle University has consistently
vocalized acommitment toenvironmental
justice and sustainability. As a charter
signatory of the American College
and University Presidents’ Climate
Commitment as well as a participant
in the Seattle Climate Partnership, we
publicly recognize the need to reduce
the global emission of greenhouse
gases and reduce our dependency on
fossil fuels. We believe that divestment
would directly reflect this commitment.
Finally, we believe that this campaign
is an opportunity to educate students
on both the power of investment, the
Seattle University endowment, and the
importance of democratic citizenship.
This movement serves as both alearning
and education opportunity. We view
divestment as an opportunity for Seattle
University to act as a role model to its
student body, taking a position ofservant
leadership, and making a choice that is
outside the norm of business but is the
right thing to do.
Thus we ask:
Father Sundborg,
Because we as an institution have made
it our mission to act for social justice
and sustainability, we call on Seattle
University to immediately freeze any
newinvestment in fossil-fuel companies,
whose practices condemn the planet to
climate disaster, andto divestwithin three
years from directownership and fromany
commingled fundsthat includefossil-fuel
public equities and corporate bonds.
We understand that there may be
concerns about the economic danger
in divesting from these companies.
this planet.
Whatever the reason, I’m goingto have
to ask you to take offyour goodie two-
shoes, put on yourbigboy (or girl) pants,
and stop this ill-informed campaign of
intolerance.Perhaps that wasn’t clear...
To you half-hearted vandals, I ask
that you please leave the posting of
signs to the administration. To you
florescent vigilantes, I ask that you
restrict your passive-aggression to
coughing loudly and rolling your eyes
as you walk by a smoker.
I know it’s a lot to ask, but instead
May 15th, 2013
However, we would like to note the
precedent setby Seattle University as this
institution successfully divested from
Apartheid South Africa in 1987,which
included Exxon Mobile (LaBelle 1987).
Secondly we would like to address the
two most common economic concerns:
returns and risk. According to the UNEP
Finance Initiative and Mercer there is
no evidence of negative nor positive
change in returns from screening for
fossil fuels (UNEP 2007). We accept
that reducing the diversity of our
portfolio will increase the risk, but this
increase in risk is insignificantly small.
According to Aperiogroup, the statistical
reality suggestthat the increase in risk is
statistically insignificant (Aperiogroup
2013). Furthermore, we must consider
and address the externalities currently
excluded from the cost ofextraction and
burning of fossil fuels. In the event that
the government requires these costs to
be accounted for bythese companies, the
fossil fuelbubble will burst and the cost
of renewable energy will immediately
be lesser in cost both in capital and
decreased externalities.
We the students, faculty, staff and
alumni of Seattle University are deeply
committed to our mission of being
leaders for a just and humane world.
We are hopeful that the university
leadership, board of trustees, and
investment groups will understand
how clearly the practice of fossil fuel
divestment upholds this mission. We
ask that you take immediate action in
reviewing and acting upon our request.
Thank you.
Sustainable Student Action
The Communityof Seatde University
of scrawling abrasive, marginalizing
messages on the concrete and skipping
away, maybe you should talk to your
fellow students and ask them nicely to
respect yourwishes. As a formal smoker,
I can assure you, itdoes not botherus. At


























With Summer Quarter, you can explore
new casses both within and outside of
your major & core requirments.
Registration begins May 16th.





THE 520 BRIDGE. SUNDAYS
NEED A RIDE? 9:15.&11:15 am
TEXT OR E-MAIL:
RIDESif'BLUESKY-CHURCH.COM WWW.BLUESKY-CHURCH.COM
Introducing
2013-2014 JiflUUC
member/
Alana Fernandez
Kara Ortbal
Kelsea Shannon
Lauren Saddler
Sara, Sanchez
Katherine Fukumoto
Katarina Juarez
Sherilynn Soo
Meghan Daschel
Marissa Romeri
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and congratulations
